Appendix 2

Semi-directive interview grid for the actors of the territory (INEGALITTO project)

Presentation of the interview

The interview is built around four main axes:

- The first axis concerns the respondent's position, the description of his/her functions, his/her professional career, the projects he/she is currently working on, his/her socio-professional characteristics, etc. (opening questions).

- The second axis is interested in the history and way of life of the commune, particularly those created in connection with the coastline: the particularities of the commune, the facilities, the key events, etc.

- The third axis focuses more on the organization of the commune (and more generally on the organization of public services) linked to the development and safety of the coastline: the main urban development orientations that are favored, the main difficulties in their application and the main points of crystallization of the issues, etc.

- The fourth axis focuses on the exchanges that exist within the municipality, between the population and the public authorities, concerning the development of the coastline and the management of its risks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>“what we would like to know”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The history of the commune in relation to the coastline | - Could you describe your city in a few words?  
- Historically, how was [name of the city] built? Is this initial construction still the case today?  
- To which coastal risks is the commune mainly exposed?  
- What disasters related to these risks have left their mark on our memories? How is this memory of risk translated and therefore taken into account? | - Hierarchisation of the poles of the municipality  
- Importance of the coastline (or not) in the construction of the municipality and maintaining the influence of the coastline in the current territory  
- Knowledge and importance of the coastal risk  
- Integration of the risk in the collective intelligence, in the shared narratives and in the prevention actions |
| The influence of the coastline on urban management | - What are the major development guidelines planned for the commune over the next 20 years? What are the major development guidelines planned in relation to the coastline? (Enhancement, protection works, specific developments, etc.) | - Prioritisation of territorial actions and positioning of the coastline within the prospective strategy of the municipality  
- Identification of the actors (with a view to other interviews) and |
| The population facing the coastline | - What exchanges are there with the inhabitants about the coastal risk?  
- What communication about coastal risk exists for the inhabitants? What are the media for this communication (oral, written, illustrations, etc.)?  
- The notion of resilience is gradually being imposed in scientific and professional discourse. Is this a term used with/by the inhabitants with regard to coastal risk?  
- In your opinion, how is the coastline experienced by the inhabitants? as a risk? as an asset?  
- Are there any associations that act on the coastline? Are you aware of any initiatives taken by residents to prevent risks?  
- Taking the example of Xynthia, how did people organize themselves in the face of the risk? What were the sources of  
- Level of exchange between the public authority and the inhabitants on the risk  
- State of the real knowledge of the risk by the populations + communication pedagogy used (political positioning)  
- Percolation of scientific thought into the practitioners’ modes of action  
- Place of the coastline in the representation of the commune and in the lifestyles of the inhabitants  
- Importance of the coastline in the life of the inhabitants |
|---|---|
| - Who are the services that act on the coastline? How are the actions of these different services coordinated?  
- What are the specific actions carried out by the public authorities to prevent coastal risks?  
- What actions have been taken towards tourists to prevent coastal risks?  
- Have there been expropriations in your commune because of the coastal risk? How have they been experienced (by the municipal services, by the inhabitants, by associations, etc.)?  
- Has the position held by the respondent changed in relation to coastal risk issues since he/she took on the responsibility?  
- Are there exchanges with other practitioners in the area on the subject of coastal risks? If so, with which structures and what kind of exchanges are these?  
- Do urban planning documents dealing with the issue of risks (PPRL, TRI, PAPI studies, etc.) have an impact on the territory and on the position in charge? if so, of what nature?  
- Are there any territorial projects in which issues related to coastal risks are predominant? | Schematisation of the governance at work between them  
- Factual presentation of prevention actions carried out (of which the respondent has knowledge)  
- Level of political positioning with regard to coastal risk  
- Level of confrontation of communal projects with risk issues and their management  
- If "risk culture" is mentioned: have a definition of what is meant by risk culture  
- Level of exchange between the public authority and the inhabitants on the risk  
- State of the real knowledge of the risk by the populations + communication pedagogy used (political positioning)  
- Percolation of scientific thought into the practitioners’ modes of action  
- Place of the coastline in the representation of the commune and in the lifestyles of the inhabitants  
- Importance of the coastline in the life of the inhabitants |
| initiatives and assistance during this event? (Town hall, MJC, associations, gymnasium, public space, outside the commune...) | + taking it in hand by the inhabitants |
| - In your opinion, what should be done to improve the reactions of residents and tourists to a coastal risk? | - Illustration of reaction to the risk and spatialization of the reaction to the risk (it is a subjective representation) |
| - Have there been any consultation events concerning urban planning documents dealing with the issue of risks (PPRL)? if so, what is the extent of these consultations, what are their nature? what is the content of the exchanges? what are the impacts of these events on the documents and their order? | - Test of the hypothesis of an expectation of democratization/integration of risk through the exchange (possibly renewed) with the populations |
| - If "risk culture" is mentioned: have a definition of what is meant by risk culture |